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Abstract
The overall stability of hydraulic tainter steel gate decrease seriously, and they are caused by improper structure layout of the two-way eccentric compression of struts. Chinese and American specification method, structural mechanics method and finite element method are respectively used to study rational structural layout of strut arms in vertical frame. First of all, a unified method for rational layout of struts of tainter gate in vertical frame is deduced by using structural mechanics method that simplifies curve girder as straight girder on the basis of zero rotation in vertical girder. Second, rational layout of struts were researched by utilizing spatial finite element method according to zero rotation in vertical girder. The 756 groups rational layout results of the above three methods with different water heads, different number of struts and different unit stiffness ratios were researched. The differences of struts stress and material dosages of various rational layout methods were evaluated. From the point of view of the forces of tainter gate struts in vertical frame, as the results shown, the layouts of struts by Chinese and American specification method, straight beam method and finite element method are large eccentric compression, small eccentric compression and axial compression respectively. The layout of struts with specification method in lower head is quite different from straight beam method and finite element method, and the layouts of deep water head with straight beam method and finite element method are tend to be consistent. Unit stiffness ratio between vertical girder and strut has little effect on layout of tainter gate struts, but has a great influence on material dosages of tainter gate. Compared with specification method, layout of tainter gate with two struts and three struts by using straight beam method and finite element method can improve stability of struts and save materials of overall tainter gate structure, and the material saving rates of tainter gate with two struts and three struts with finite element method are respectively [32.63, 47.58] (%) and [31.61, 30.01] (%). Rational layout concise charts of tainter gate with two struts and three struts by specification method, straight beam method and finite element method are given, which can be used directly for projects designs. Compared with specification method, the layout of struts of straight beam method and finite element method is not only security and economy, but also method and mechanics concept are simple, which can provide the theoretical basis for specification revision of Chinese and American.

Introduction
Tainter gates are widely used in discharge structures due to simplicity, light weight, smooth flow and low hoist-capacity requirements. Rational layout of struts is directly relate to the safety and economy of the whole tainter gate structure [1]. The vertical girder tainter gates are widely used in deep water all over the world, especially in China. For the layout problems of struts of tainter gate, Design code for steel gate in water resources and hydropower projects [2] in China provides the principles: loads of girders or struts are equal. There have been some problems in existing tainter gates projects that were designed according to the Chinese specification. Such as: 1) The upper cantilever length of vertical girder is long, which leads to the decrease of overall stiffness of tainter gate, and 2) The cross section angle of vertical girder in intersection of strut is larger so that the struts produce larger bending moment in vertical plane and two-way eccentric compression, thereby reducing overall stability of tainter gate. The arrangement principle of struts of tainter gate in Design of hydraulic steel structures [3] and Design of spillway tainter gates[4] is consistent with the Chinese code. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the principles of Chinese and American specification, and guarantee the struts only bear axial forces in vertical frame, Wang [5,6,7] according to structural mechanics method simplified vertical curved girder as straight girder and proposed a layout method that end angle displacement of struts equal zero for surface and deep hole tainter gates. The approach of Wang's also has disadvantages: 1) Simplify vertical curved girder as a continuous straight girder, 2) Hydrostatic load in vertical curve girder is no longer linear load [8], 3) Interaction between vertical girder and strut cannot be considered, and 4) Only two typical special cases of surface and deep hole tainter gates are given, but the layout of submerged tainter gates under different water heads are still not given. Therefore, it is necessary to establish spatial finite element structure models of vertical frame of tainter gate and to research rational layout of strut structures of tainter gates under any water head based on the principle of zero moment in end of strut in vertical frame. The research also can provide the theoretical basis for specification revision of Chinese and American. The most important is to ensure the safety and economy of the hydraulic tainter gate.
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1 Layout of specification method

To ensure cross section of upper and lower girders or upper and lower struts are equal and easy to manufacture in practical projects, girders of tainter gate are arranged under the condition of equal loads according to the current Chinese and American specification. According to the relation between water depth and height of tainter gate, tainter gates are divided into surface tainter gate and submerged tainter gate, and deep hole tainter gate is a special case of submerged tainter gate. Assuming the distance from the kth (k=1, 2, ..., n) girder to the surface of water is \( Z_k \), then the position of \( k \) girder can be calculate by following equations [9].

The surface tainter gate:

\[
Z_k = \frac{2H}{3\sqrt{n}} \left[ k^{1.5} - (k - 1)^{1.5} \right] \tag{1}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of main girder; \( H \) is the distance from surface of water to the sill (m).

The submerged tainter gate:

\[
Z_k = \frac{2H}{3\sqrt{n+m}} \left[ (k + m)^{1.5} - (k + m - 1)^{1.5} \right] \tag{2}
\]

\[
m = \frac{na^2}{H^2-a^2} \tag{3}
\]

where \( a \) is the distance from surface of water to the top of tainter gate (m).

To arrange the structure of struts more specific, and according to the relation between the water head and the height of tainter gate, the gates are further subdivided into surface, submerged and deep hole tainter gate. When the \( a/H \) is equal to zero, the tainter gate is surface hole tainter gate; the \( a/H \) is in interval (0,0.9), the tainter gate is submerged hole tainter gate; and the \( a/H \) is in interval (0.9,1), the tainter gate is deep hole tainter gate. It is considered that the submerged hole tainter gates which are less than 10% of hydrostatic load between the top and the bottom of gate can be considered as the deep hole tainter gates.

2 Layout of straight beam method

The structural mechanics method of simplifying vertical curved girder as a continuous straight girder is called the straight beam method. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the principles of Chinese specification and the specific and feasible layout methods of American specification and guarantee the struts only bear axial forces in vertical frame (or make the struts are more close to one-way eccentric compression in vertical frame), Wang [5,6] according to structural mechanics method simplified vertical curved girder as straight girder and proposed a layout method that end angle displacement of struts equal zero for surface and deep hole tainter gates. To make up for the disadvantages of Wang’s, layout method of straight beam method is utilized to derive the unified theoretical equation of submerged hole tainter gate with two struts or three struts. Surface hole and deep hole tainter gates are the two typical special cases of submerged tainter gates.

Tainter gate bears hydrostatic loads, hydrodynamic loads, seismic loads, self weight and opening and closing forces in actual operation[10]. In order to quantitatively analyze the rational layout structures of tainter gate struts, the main and long-term hydrostatic loads is considered. For the sake of deriving theoretical equation of the layout of tainter gate struts, the straight beam method is used.

2.1 Layout of tainter gate with two struts

Hydrostatic loads of vertical girders of submerged hole tainter gate with two struts are trapezoidal distribution along the skin plate. The trapezoid distributed loads can be equivalent to the superposition of uniform distributed loads \( q_1 = \gamma_1 \) and linear loads \( q_2 = \gamma_2(H-a) \), \( \gamma \) is the unit weight of water. Vertical girders directly rigid connect with struts form plane rigid frame. Without bending moment on the point of intersection of strut and girder can be simplified as hinge support according to straight beam method. The plane rigid frame is composed of vertical girder and strut, which can be simplified as a continuous beam. Computational models of tainter gate with two struts are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Calculation diagrams of vertical girder with two struts

Assuming that flexural rigidity \( EI \) of vertical girder is constant. To simplify calculation, length of girder is regarded as 1. Length coefficient of upper, middle and lower section of vertical girder is \( a, \beta, \gamma \) respectively, that is the point of intersection of the strut and girder can be determined. Then:

\[
a + \beta + \gamma = 1 \tag{4}
\]

According to equilibrium conditions, the support reactions of uniform distributed loads and linear loads are respectively:

\[
R_{\alpha_1} = \frac{1 - 2\gamma}{2\beta} q_1 \tag{5}
\]

\[
R_{\beta_1} = \frac{1 - 2\alpha}{2\beta} q_1 \tag{6}
\]

\[
R_{\alpha_2} = \frac{1 - 3\gamma}{6\beta} q_2 \tag{7}
\]
\[ R_{B2} = \frac{3(\beta + \gamma) - 1}{6\beta} q_2 \]  

(8)

The vertical girder is considered as cantilever beam with one end fixed, and the moment diagrams of uniform distributed loads and linear loads can be drawn. Then bending moment diagrams of the trapezoidal loads can be obtained by superposition. The rotation angle \( \theta_A, \theta_B \) of cross sections of A and B can be obtained by using graph multiplication method [11]. Bending moment diagrams of \( M_A = 1 \) and \( M_B = 1 \) are shown in Figure 2.

![Bending moment diagrams of vertical girder with two struts](image)

Fig. 2: Bending moment diagrams of vertical girder with two struts

The middle part areas of bending moment diagrams and the distance between centroid of middle part areas of bending moment diagrams of linear loads and B in Figures 2a and 2a2 as shown in following:

\[ \omega_1 = \frac{q_1}{6} \left[ (\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 \right] \]  

(9)

\[ x_1 = \frac{6\alpha^3 \beta^2 + 4\alpha^3 \beta + \beta^3}{4(\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3} \]  

(10)

\[ \omega_2 = \frac{q_2}{24} \left[ (\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 \right] \]  

(11)

\[ x_2 = \frac{(\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 (a + 5\beta)}{5(\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3} \]  

(12)

Using graph multiplication method:

\[ EI_{\theta_A} = \omega_1 \frac{x_1}{\beta} - \frac{1 - 2\gamma}{4} \beta q_1 \frac{1}{3} + \omega_2 \frac{x_2}{\beta} - \frac{1 - 3\gamma}{12} \beta q_2 \frac{1}{3} \]  

(13)

\[ EI_{\theta_B} = \omega_2 \left( 1 - \frac{x_2}{\beta} \right) - \frac{1 - 2\gamma}{4} \beta q_2 \frac{2}{3} + \omega_2 \left( 1 - \frac{x_2}{\beta} \right) - \frac{1 - 3\gamma}{12} \beta q_2 \frac{2}{3} \]  

(14)

Equations (4)-(12) are put into equations (13) and (14), and simplified as:

\[ q_2 \left[ 20 + 30\alpha^2 + 30\alpha^2 \beta + 15\alpha \beta^2 + 3\beta^3 - 30(\alpha + \beta) \right] = -15q_1 \left[ 2 + 6\alpha^2 + 4\alpha (\beta - 1) - 4\beta + \beta^3 \right] \]  

(16)

Equations (1), (15) and (16) are set up, and then the relationships between \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are combined when \( a/H \) is in interval [0,1] with step length 0.05. Then MATHEMATICA programming [12] is used to solve equations and the values of \( a, \beta, \gamma \) are obtained. Arrangement results of tainter gates with two struts are gained as shown in Figure 7.

### 2.2 Layout of tainter gate with three struts

Hydrostatic loads of vertical girders of submerged hole tainter gate with three struts are trapezoidal distribution along the skin plate. The trapezoid distributed loads can be equivalent to the superposition of uniform distributed loads \( q_1 = \rho \alpha \) and linear loads \( q_2 = \gamma (H-a) \), \( \gamma \) is the unit weight of water. Assuming that the flexural rigidity \( (E) \) of vertical girder is constant. Compared with two struts structure, three struts structure is statically indeterminate structure, and besides static equilibrium equation, the deformation compatibility equation must be added. The B support as a redundant constraint, and deflection of B in deformation compatibility equation is equal to zero. To simplify calculation, the length of girder is regarded as 1. Length coefficient of upper, upper middle, lower middle and lower section of vertical girder is \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \eta \) respectively, that is the point of intersection of the strut and girder can be determined. The counterforce of each support is \( R_{A1} \), \( R_{B1} \) and \( R_C \). Computational models of tainter gate with three struts are shown in Figure 3.

\[ \alpha + \beta + \gamma + \eta = 1 \]  

(17)

![Calculation diagrams of vertical girder with three struts](image)

Fig. 3: Calculation diagrams of vertical girder with three struts

Static equilibrium equations under uniform distributed loads:

\[ R_{A1} + R_{B1} + R_{C1} = q_1 \]  

(18)

\[ R_{A1}(\beta + \gamma) + R_{B1}\gamma = \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma) - \frac{1}{2} \right] q_1 \]  

(19)

Static equilibrium equations under linear loads:
The vertical girder is considered as cantilever beam with one end fixed, and the moment diagrams of uniform distributed loads and linear loads can be drawn. Then bending moment diagrams of the trapezoidal loads can be obtained by superposition. Deflection at the supports of B and rotation angle \((\theta_A, \theta_B, \theta_C)\) of cross section of at the supports of A, B and C can be gained using graph multiplication method. Unit concentrated load \(R_B = 1\) and unit moment of force \(\bar{M}_A = 1, \bar{M}_B = 1, \bar{M}_C = 1\) are applied in basic structure. The bending moment diagrams under uniform distributed loads and linear loads are shown in Figure 4.

The area (AC) of bending moment diagram and the distance between centroid of area (AC) of bending moment diagram of uniform distributed loads and C in Figure 4a, as shown in following:

\[
\omega_{AC1} = \frac{q_1}{6} \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - \alpha^3 \right] \quad (22)
\]

\[
x_{AC1} = \frac{(\beta + \gamma)^2 (6\alpha^2 + 4\alpha \beta + \beta^2) + (\beta + \gamma)^2}{4 \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - \alpha^3 \right]} \quad (23)
\]

The area (AB) of bending moment diagram and the distance between centroid of area (AB) of bending moment diagram of uniform distributed loads and B in Figure 4a, as shown in following:

\[
\omega_{AB1} = \frac{q_1}{6} \left[ (\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 \right] \quad (24)
\]

\[
x_{AB1} = \frac{\beta^2 (6\alpha^2 + 4\alpha \beta + \beta^2)}{4 \left[ (\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 \right]} \quad (25)
\]

The area (BC) of bending moment diagram and the distance between centroid of area(BC) of bending moment diagram of uniform distributed loads and C in Figure 4a, as shown in following:

\[
\omega_{BC1} = \frac{q_1}{6} \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - (\alpha + \beta)^3 \right] \quad (26)
\]

\[
x_{BC1} = \frac{\gamma^2 (6\alpha^2 + 4\alpha \beta + \beta^2) + \gamma^2}{4 \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - (\alpha + \beta)^3 \right]} \quad (27)
\]

The area (AC) of bending moment diagram and the distance between centroid of area (AC) of bending moment diagram of linear loads and C in Figure 4a2 as shown in following:

\[
\omega_{AC2} = \frac{q_1}{24} \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - \alpha^3 \right] \quad (28)
\]

\[
x_{AC2} = \frac{(\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - \alpha^3 (\alpha + 5\beta + 5\gamma)}{5 \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - \alpha^3 \right]} \quad (29)
\]

The area (AB) of bending moment diagram and the distance between centroid of area(AB) of bending moment diagram of linear loads and B in Figure 4a2 as shown in following:

\[
\omega_{AB2} = \frac{q_1}{24} \left[ (\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 \right] \quad (30)
\]

\[
x_{AB2} = \frac{(\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 (\alpha + 5\beta)}{5 \left[ (\alpha + \beta)^3 - \alpha^3 \right]} \quad (31)
\]

The area (BC) of bending moment diagram and the distance between centroid of area (BC) of bending moment diagram of linear loads and C in Figure 4a2 as shown in following:

\[
\omega_{BC2} = \frac{q_1}{24} \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - (\alpha + \beta)^3 \right] \quad (32)
\]

\[
x_{BC2} = \frac{(\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - (\alpha + \beta)^3 (\alpha + \beta + 5\gamma)}{5 \left[ (\alpha + \beta + \gamma)^3 - (\alpha + \beta)^3 \right]} \quad (33)
\]

Deformation compatibility equations of uniform distributed loads and linear loads are supplemented by deflection \(f_B\) that equals to zero, and the following formulas are got by graph multiplication method:

\[
\begin{align*}
EI_{f_B1} &= \omega_{AB1} \frac{\beta - x_{AB1}}{(\beta + \gamma)} + \omega_{BC1} \frac{-\beta x_{BC1} + R_A \beta^3 y}{3(\beta + y)} - \frac{R_A \beta y^2}{2(\beta + y)} - R_B \beta y^3 \quad (34) \\
EI_{f_B2} &= \omega_{AB2} \frac{\beta - x_{AB2}}{(\beta + \gamma)} + \omega_{BC2} \frac{-\beta x_{BC2} + R_A \beta^3 y}{3(\beta + y)} - \frac{R_A \beta y^2}{2(\beta + y)} - R_B \beta y^3 \quad (35)
\end{align*}
\]

Equations (34) and (35) are simplified by the conditions of \(f_B1=0\) and \(f_B2=0\):
The rotation angles ($\theta_A, \theta_B, \theta_C$) of cross section at supports of $A$, $B$ and $C$ under uniform distributed loads and linear loads are obtained by graph multiplication method. Then the equations of rotation angle at supports of $A, B$ and $C$ under trapezoidal loads are got by superposition method:

$$EI\theta_A = \omega_{AC1} (\frac{x_{AC1}}{(\beta + y)^2} - \frac{R_{A1}(\beta + y)}{6} - \frac{R_{R1}y^3}{6(\beta + y)}) +$$

$$\omega_{AC2} (\frac{x_{AC2}}{(\beta + y)^2} - \frac{R_{A2}(\beta + y)^2}{6} - \frac{R_{R2}y^3}{6(\beta + y)})$$

$$EI\theta_B = \omega_{AB1} (\frac{\beta - x_{AB1}}{(\beta + y)} - \frac{R_{A1}\beta^3}{3(\beta + y)^3}) +$$

$$\omega_{BC1} (\frac{x_{BC1}}{(\beta + y)^3/2} - \frac{R_{A1}y^3}{6(\beta + y)}) +$$

$$\omega_{AB2} (\frac{\beta - x_{AB2}}{(\beta + y)} - \frac{R_{A2}\beta^3}{3(\beta + y)^3}) +$$

$$\omega_{BC2} (\frac{x_{BC2}}{(\beta + y)^3/2} - \frac{R_{A2}y^3}{6(\beta + y)})$$

$$EI\theta_C = \omega_{AC1} (1 - \frac{x_{AC1}}{(\beta + y)} - \frac{R_{A1}(\beta + y)^2}{3} -$$

$$\frac{R_{R1}y^2(3\beta + 2y)}{6(\beta + y)}) +$$

$$\omega_{AC2} (1 - \frac{x_{AC2}}{(\beta + y)} - \frac{R_{A2}(\beta + y)^2}{3} -$$

$$\frac{R_{R2}y^2(3\beta + 2y)}{6(\beta + y)})$$

Equations (38)-(40) are simplified by the conditions of rotation angles ($\theta_A, \theta_B, \theta_C$) of cross section at supports of $A, B$ and $C$ that equal to zero:

$$\omega_{AC1}x_{AC1} + \omega_{AC2}x_{AC2} = \frac{(R_{A1} + R_{A2})(\beta + y)^3}{6} +$$

$$\frac{(R_{R1} + R_{R2})y^3}{6}$$

$$\beta(\omega_{AB1} + \omega_{AB2}) - (\omega_{AB1}x_{AB1} + \omega_{AB2}x_{AB2}) - \frac{(\omega_{BC1}x_{BC1} + \omega_{BC2}x_{BC2})}{EI} =$$

$$\frac{(R_{A1} + R_{A2})(2\beta^3 - y^2(3\beta + y))}{6} - \frac{(R_{R1} + R_{R2})y^3}{6}$$

$$\frac{(\omega_{AC1} + \omega_{AC2})}{EI} - \frac{(\omega_{AC1}x_{AC1} + \omega_{AC2}x_{AC2})(\beta + y)^3}{6} +$$

$$\frac{(R_{A1} + R_{A2})y^2(3\beta + 2y)}{6(\beta + y)}$$

Equations (17)-(21), (36), (37), (41), (42) and (43) are set up, and then equations (22)-(33) are put into the above equation sets. The relationships between $q_1$ and $q_2$ are combined when $a/H$ is in interval $[0,1]$ with step length 0.05. Then MATHEMATICA programming is used to solve equations and the values of $a, \beta, y, \eta$ are obtained. Arrangement results of tainter gates with three struts are gained as shown in Figure 8.

### 3 Layout of finite element method

Finite element models of vertical frame structure of tainter gate were established by using the APDL language programming in three-dimensional finite element software. The detailed analysis procedures were as follows: 1) Beam188 element was selected [13,14], and the cross section of struts is box section and vertical girder is I-shaped section. Finite element models of two struts and three struts with vertical girder were established [15,16] as shown in Figures 5 and 6; 2) Material properties were determined: Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are $2.06 \times 10^5$ MPa and 0.3 respectively. 3) Constraints were imposed: trunion of tainter gate is hinged joint, and vertical upward constraint at the bottom of the girder; 4) Loads were applied: hydrostatic loads were applied to the skin plate of the tainter gate, and the density of water is $9.8KN/m^3$; 5) Results were solved and analyzed. Taking a hydropower station with radius of skin plate is $32 m$ and normal storage level is $23.8 m$ as an example, and the layout results of 21 groups different water heads of two struts and 21 groups different water heads of three struts respectively under the conditions of 756 groups of different unit stiffness ratio between girder and strut by using the above steps. Regarding layout results of the Chinese and American specification as the initial value and the point of intersection of the strut and girder as variable, APDL language of ANSYS14.0 calculation program was utilized. The bending moment at the end of the strut was extracted, and stop calculation when the values of bending moment is zero (that is zero rotation in vertical girder). Then the arrangement results of the strut are the rational arrangement results of finite element method.

![Fig. 5: Model of vertical girder with two struts](image)

![Fig. 6: Model of vertical girder with three struts](image)
4 Comparative analysis of three kinds of layout results

Taking a hydropower station with radius of skin plate is 32 m and normal storage level is 23.8 m as an example. The rational layout results of tainter gates in different water heads were respectively obtained by the method of Chinese and American specification, straight beam method and finite element method. Non dimensional results are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

![Fig.7: Results comparison of tainter gate with two struts](image)

![Fig.8: Results comparison of tainter gate with three struts](image)

Notes: Heavy line represents the layout results of straight beam method, thin line represents the layout results of Chinese and American specification method, dotted line represents the layout results of finite element method, blue line represents the upper strut, red line represents the lower strut, purple line represents the middle strut in Figures 7 and 8.

Firstly, the layouts of tainter gate with two struts and three struts of the three kinds of methods under any water head are respectively obtained from Figures 7 and 8. The layout results of finite element method are between the specification method and the straight beam method. The layout results of straight beam method and finite element method are tend to be consistent for deep hole tainter gates. The layout results of three kinds of methods are close for the lower strut of tainter gates. The layout results of straight beam method and finite element method are very close for the surface tainter gates and the upper or upper middle struts of the submerged tainter gates. However, the differences of layout results between former two and the Chinese specification method are quite large. Secondly, with the increase of water heads, the struts of tainter gates are move up, but the magnitudes of lower struts moving up are minimal. The rational arrangement results of the tainter gates that can be applied in practical projects according to Figures 7 and 8. To save length of the paper, Results of bending moment of the end struts under the conditions of the unit stiffness ratio between vertical girder and strut and the water heads are fixed are obtained by finite element method as shown in Table 1. Table 1 lists the calculation results of finite element method under the three layout methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strut type</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Straight beam method</th>
<th>Finite element method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>126.21</td>
<td>-45.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-42.03</td>
<td>-20.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two struts</td>
<td>Submerged</td>
<td>652.40</td>
<td>-54.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-295.43</td>
<td>-3.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>6876.30</td>
<td>-504.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3567.33</td>
<td>446.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>-4.38</td>
<td>-2.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-14.97</td>
<td>-9.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three struts</td>
<td>Submerged</td>
<td>374.47</td>
<td>-70.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-8.46</td>
<td>-3.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-99.80</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>4176.60</td>
<td>-504.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-133.30</td>
<td>-17.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-1369.67</td>
<td>466.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: In above table counter clockwise bending moment is positive, clockwise bending moment is negative, and the order is same to the layout results of struts.

From Table 1 seen, the absolute values of bending moments of the end struts that arranged with straight beam method and finite element method are less than that arranged with the specification method, and the bending moments of the end struts that arranged with finite element method are zero. Further analysis shows that: The struts which are arranged with the specification method are large eccentric compression in the vertical frame. The struts which are arranged with straight beam method are small eccentric compression in the vertical frame. The struts which are arranged with finite element method are axial compression in the vertical frame. Therefore, using straight beam method and finite element method to carry out the layout of struts can improve the overall stability bearing capacity of tainter gates.

5 Comparison of amounts of strut materials

Taking a hydropower station with radius of skin plate is 32 m and normal storage level is 23.8 m as an example. Using finite element software ANSYS14.0 [17] to compare consumption of strut structure materials according to two struts and three struts in six groups unit stiffness ratio (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) of vertical girder and strut under the layout results. Box section is selected as shown in Figure 9. In order to facilitate comparison the amounts of strut materials, width (b) and height (h) of box section remain unchanged, and only change the wall thickness (t) of the section. The struts which are arranged with Chinese and American specification method and straight beam method are eccentric compression in the vertical frame. However, The struts which are arranged with finite element method are axial compression in the vertical frame. Section sizes of the struts are determined according to eccentric compression and axial compression under the premise of strength, stiffness and stability. And then the struts material dosages in the case of three kinds of arrangement methods are compared.
The stability of tainter gates are mainly determined by the stability of the struts. Section design of the struts are carried out by using integral stability equation of eccentric compression and axial compression, such as the equations (44) and (45):

\[
\frac{N}{\phi_x A} + \frac{\beta_{th} M_x}{y_x W_{tx}} \left(1 - \phi_x \frac{N}{N_{tx}}\right) \leq f
\]

(44)

\[
\frac{N}{\phi_x A} \leq f
\]

(45)

where \(N_{tx}\) is the Euler critical force that considers the resistance factor, and rest of the parameters are detailed introduced in the specification. Compared with the Chinese and American specification method, the calculation results show that two struts and three struts can be save material dosages by using straight beam method and finite element method. And the change rules of material saving rate with the unit stiffness ratio between vertical girder and strut are obvious. To save length of paper, the material savings rates of straight beam method and finite element method are given under the circumstances of unit stiffness ratio are respectively 5 and 10 as shown in Figures 10 and 11.

From Figures 10 and 11 can be obtained: when the unit stiffness ratios between vertical girder and strut of the two struts structure are constant, material savings rates under the layout results of straight beam method and finite element method increase with the increase of the water head. The material savings rates of deep hole tainter gate reaches the maximum [24.69, 45.31] (%) and [32.63, 47.58] (%), respectively. Material savings rates of three struts under the layout results of straight beam method and finite element method increase with the increase of \(a/H\) in interval \([0, 0.23]\), decrease with the increase of \(a/H\) in interval \((0.23, 0.95)\), and increase with the increase of \(a/H\) in interval \((0.95, 1)\). The material savings rates of deep hole tainter gate reaches the maximum \([12.51, 25.98] \)% and \([21.61, 30.01] \)%), respectively. The material savings rates of the two struts structure are larger than the three struts structure's. The material savings rates of the layout results of straight beam method and finite element method decrease with the increase of the unit stiffness ratios between vertical girder and strut, and the material savings rates of finite element method is larger. Considering the economy, the unit stiffness ratio of vertical girder and strut should be taken a smaller value as far as possible within the prescribed ranges that required in the Chinese specification.

In addition, A conclusion is that unit stiffness ratios between vertical girder and strut have little effect on the layout of struts. The reason is that the layout of finite element method based on the theory of bending moment of end struts equal to zero, and in this case the moment cannot transfer between vertical girder and strut.

6 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn through the research by means of specification method of Chinese and American, straight beam method and finite element method:

1) A unified method for arranging the struts of any tainter gates under any water head according to the straight beam method with zero rotation in vertical girder is put forward, which is used for arranging the struts of any tainter gate that are small eccentric compression member in vertical frame.

2) That spatial finite element method with zero end angle displacement of struts(that is zero rotation in vertical girder) utilized to arrange the struts of any tainter gate is proposed, which is used for arranging the struts of tainter gates that are axial compression member in vertical frame.
3) Unit stiffness ratios between vertical girder and strut have little effect on the rational layout of struts. However, considering the economy, the unit stiffness ratio of vertical girder and strut should be taken a smaller value as far as possible within the prescribed ranges that required in the Chinese specification.

4) The layout results of struts are quite different between specification method of Chinese and American, straight beam method and spatial finite element method. For tainter gates under lower water head, the layout results of Chinese and American specification method near the lower sill, straight beam method near the top girder and finite element method between the above. For deep water head tainter gates, the layout results of straight beam method and spatial finite element method are tend to be consistent.

5) Rational layout concise chart of Chinese and American specification, straight beam method and finite element method is proposed, which can be used directly for projects design. Compared with the specification the layout of strut structure of straight beam method and finite element method are not only security and economy, but also method and mechanics concept are simple, which can provide the theoretical basis for specification revision of Chinese and American.

6) Providing a specific and feasible method that carry out the layout of strut arms of tainter gates for design of hydraulic steel structures and design of spillway tainter gates of American.
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